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Abstract: Currently research on joint operation of a large reservoir and its re-regulating reservoir
focuses on either water quantity regulation or water head regulation. The accuracy of relevant
models is in need of improvement if the influence of factors such as water flow hysteresis and the
aftereffect of tail water level variation are taken into consideration. In this paper, given the actual
production of Pankou-Xiaoxuan cascade hydropower stations that combines two operation modes
(‘electricity to water’ and ‘water to electricity’), a coupling model of their short-term optimal operation
is developed, which considers Xiaoxuan reservoir’s regulating effect on Pankou reservoir’s outflow
volume and water head. Factors such as water flow hysteresis and the aftereffect of tail water level
variation are also considered to enhance the model’s accuracy. The Backward Propagation (BP) neural
network is employed for precise calculation of the downstream reservoir’s inflow and the upstream
reservoir’s tail water level. Besides, we put forth Accompanying Progressive Optimality Algorithm
(APOA) to solve the coupling model with aftereffect. An example is given to verify the scientificity
of the proposed model and the advantages of APOA. Through analysis of the model calculation
results, the optimal operation rules of the cascade reservoirs are obtained in terms of water quantity
regulation and water head regulation, which can provide scientific reference for cascade reservoirs’
optimal operation.

Keywords: reverse regulation; coupling model; aftereffect; accompanying progressive
optimality algorithm

1. Introduction

In the downstream of a large reservoir, the construction of a small re-regulating reservoir can not
only ensure the upstream hydropower station’s peak-regulating capability in the power grid, but also
exert a positive effect on downstream water supply, ecology, shipping, etc., spawning significant
comprehensive utilization benefits. Therefore, this kind of development mode has been widely
adopted in water conservancy construction across the world, e.g., the Three Gorges-Gezhouba cascade
reservoirs in China [1], the Xiaolangdi-Xixiayuan cascade reservoirs in China [2], the Bigge-Ahausen
cascade reservoirs in Germany [3], the Srinagarindra-Tha Thung Na cascade reservoirs in Thailand,
and so forth [4].

The downstream reservoir’s reverse regulation effect on the upstream reservoir is mainly
embodied in two facets: (1) water quantity regulation, i.e., using the downstream reservoir’s storage
capacity to optimize the upstream reservoir’s outflow; (2) water head regulation, i.e., controlling the
downstream reservoir’s water level to optimize the overall output given its backwater effect on the
upstream reservoir’s tail water level. To date, many scholars have studied the joint operation of a large
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reservoir and its re-regulating reservoir. For example, Richter, B. D. proposed that the re-regulating
reservoir can readjust the upstream reservoir’s outflow to eliminate the unnatural fluctuations caused
by hydropower operation, so that water discharge to the downstream channel can move in a way
much closer to natural flow, thus protecting the downstream ecological environment [5]. Bai, T. et al.
established a model of Xiaolangdi-Xixiayuan cascade hydropower stations’ joint peak-regulating
operation, which used Xixiayuan reservoir to regulate Xiaolangdi reservoir’s outflow volume,
thus alleviating the conflict between water regulation and power dispatching during Xiaolangdi
hydropower station’s operation process [6]. Taking the Three Gorges-Gezhouba cascade reservoirs as
an example, Cai, Z. et al. analyzed the law of the influence of Gezhouba reservoir’s water level on
the cascade hydropower generation during different operation states of the Three Gorges reservoir,
and obtained the control table of optimal water levels [7]. However, the above studies have only
considered either water quantity regulation or water head regulation. For instance, Bai, T. did not
consider Xixiayuan reservoir’s influence on Xiaolangdi reservoir’s tail water level in calculation. For
simplification, Cai, Z. used the ‘runoff operation’ hypothesis on Gezhouba reservoir, whose water level
stayed unchanged during calculation. So far, there has been no research that considers the combination
of water quantity regulation and water head regulation; hence the above models somewhat deviate
from the actual operation of cascade reservoirs, with limitations in their conclusions.

Additionally, in previous studies, to solve the cascade reservoirs’ short-term optimal operation
model, the calculation of such variables as downstream reservoir’s inflow and upstream reservoir’s
tail water level was often simplified (e.g., the upstream reservoir’s outflow was directly used as the
downstream reservoir’s inflow [8], the upstream reservoir’s tail water level was calculated via the
stage-discharge relation method [9], etc.). These simplifications neglect the impact of factors such as
water flow hysteresis and the aftereffect of tail water level variation, which makes model variables
deviate from reality and reduces model accuracy. Yet, in the study of reverse regulation, downstream
reservoir’s inflow and upstream reservoir’s tail water level are the key variables during calculation,
as they can reflect the connection of water quantity and water head between the upstream and the
downstream reservoirs. Therefore, it is important to accurately calculate these two variables. Research
about water flow hysteresis is focused mainly on flow travel time, which is generally treated as a fixed
value in primary studies [10]. In recent years, some scholars have proposed that flow travel time varies
dynamically with the change of upstream reservoir outflow [11]. Although this improvement takes into
consideration the influence of reservoir outflow’s rate on its travel speed, it is still regarded as a steady
flow without considering flow attenuation during travel. Consequently, there is still a certain deviation
between the study results and the actual situation. Apart from the stage-discharge relation method,
research on the variation rule of tail water level mostly adopts hydraulic methods that determine
reservoir tail water level by constructing and solving a hydrodynamic model of open-channel unsteady
flow [12,13]. However, hydraulic models are unsuitable for practical production due to their stringent
requirements for boundary condition data and slow calculation speed. Accordingly, to seek a universal
and efficient method for further exploration and accurate simulation of cascade reservoirs’ operation
process with various complex factors is of great significance in improving model accuracy.

Short-term optimal operation is mostly applied to reservoirs’ practical production. Therefore,
besides model accuracy, there is also high demand for solving methods of the model in terms of
computation time, calculation results, and so on. Among the many methods to work out reservoir
optimal operation models, Dynamic Programming (DP) is widely used thanks to its advantages
such as global convergence and high stability [14,15]. However, DP is restricted by the ‘curse of
dimensionality’ [16], which means that the amount of calculation increases exponentially with the
growing number of reservoirs. Moreover, the no-aftereffect condition is no longer satisfied in cascade
reservoirs’ short-term optimal operation when factors such as water flow hysteresis and the aftereffect
of tail water level variation are taken into account, which makes DP inapplicable. In this regard, Ji, C. et
al. tried to solve the model of cascade reservoirs’ short-term optimal operation with aftereffect by using
Multi-Stage Dynamic Programming (MSDP) [17]. This method has global convergence, but its problem
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of ‘dimensionality curse’ is even more serious, which renders it inapplicable to practical production.
Mei, Y. proposed Multi-Dimensional Dynamic Programming Approximation Algorithm [18], which
has a small amount of calculation, but may not produce the actual global optimal solution due to
approximation in the calculation process. Although modern intelligent algorithms, such as Genetic
Algorithm [19,20], Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm [21,22], and Ant Colony Optimization
Algorithm [23,24], can solve problems with aftereffect in a short period of time, they tend to get stuck
in the local optimal solution. Until now, there has been no mature method that can fully meet the
requirements of actual production, so presently it is necessary to develop a method that can accurately
figure out the model’s global optimal solution in a relatively short time.

In view of the above problems in the study of short-term optimal operation of cascade reservoirs
under the effect of reverse regulation, this paper combines the two operation modes (‘electricity to
water’ and ‘water to electricity’) of Pankou-Xiaoxuan cascade hydropower stations to build a coupling
model of their short-term optimal operation, which considers both Xiaoxuan reservoir’s regulating
effect on Pankou reservoir’s outflow and the former’s backwater effect on the latter’s tail water level.
Through the BP neural network, factors such as water flow hysteresis and the aftereffect of tail water
level variation are studied. Furthermore, Accompanying Progressive Optimality Algorithm (APOA)
is put forward to solve the proposed coupling model, so as to provide scientific guidance for the
short-term optimal operation of cascade reservoirs under the effect of reverse regulation.

2. Coupling Model

2.1. Objective Function

The subject of this paper is Pankou-Xiaoxuan cascade hydropower stations located in Hubei
province in China. With an installed capacity of 500 MW, the Pankou hydropower station is an
important peak-regulating power station in the province. Its regular power operation is controlled by
Hubei Provincial Power Dispatching Center (a typical ‘electricity to water’ mode). With an installed
capacity of 50 MW, Xiaoxuan hydropower station, as the re-regulating hydropower station for Pankou,
mainly regulates Pankou’s outflow for power generation (a typical ‘water to electricity’ mode), which
is controlled by Han Jiang Hydropower Development Co., Ltd. (hereafter referred to as the Company,
Shiyan, China). Although the two hydropower stations have different dispatching superordinates,
they both belong to the Company as their decision maker. The Company hopes that through Xianxuan
reservoir’s reverse regulation over Pankou reservoir, the overall power generation efficiency of the
whole cascade hydropower stations can be improved. Long-term production practice has proved that
Xiaoxuan reservoir’s water level has a certain backwater effect on Pankou reservoir’s tail water level.
On one hand, while maintaining a high water level of Xiaoxuan reservoir is apparently beneficial
to its own power generation, it will raise the tail water level of Pankou reservoir, thus lowering its
productive water head and affecting its power generation efficiency, which means consuming more
water to complete the same power generation quota. On the other hand, Xiaoxuan reservoir can
operate at a low water level to enhance the power generation efficiency of Pankou hydropower station,
but at the cost of losing some of its own power generation benefits. Plus, when Pankou hydropower
station is in operation to regulate peak load, its outflow is so uneven that Xiaoxuan reservoir has to
re-regulate it to meet the demand for downstream ecological flow. Hence, for the economic operation
of the cascade hydropower stations, it is of crucial importance to determine the operation mode of
Xiaoxuan hydropower station that can reversely regulate Pankou reservoir’s outflow and water head
in a scientific manner.

Against the backdrop of coupling the two operation modes (‘electricity to water’ and ‘water to
electricity’), the aim of the cascade hydropower stations is to balance Pankou’s power generation
efficiency with Xiaoxuan’s generated energy. Accordingly, from the angle of the whole cascade
hydropower stations’ total energy, two optimization criteria—minimum energy consumption and
maximum generated energy—are integrated to develop the objective function in the coupling model of
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Pankou-Xiaoxuan cascade reservoirs’ short-term optimal operation [25,26], as shown by Equation (1).
Unlike the traditional objective function that involves water quantity, this one calculates water
energy, with Pankou’s power generation efficiency reflected by its hydroenergy consumption for
power generation (meaning that the less hydroenergy consumption, the higher its power generation
efficiency). In this way, the operation goals of both Pankou and Xiaoxuan are unified in the form of
energy, which avoids the emergence of a multi-objective problem. In addition, as the two optimization
criteria conflict with each other, the objective function is the subtraction of the former from the latter,
finally seeking the maximum power generation benefits of the whole cascade hydropower stations:

E = max
T

∑
t=1

[N2,t(q2,t, H2,t)∆t− 3600λ1,tq1,t(N1,t, H1,t)∆t] (1)

where E is the remainder of Xiaoxuan’s generated energy after deducting Pankou’s hydroenergy
consumption in the operation period, unit: kWh; T is the number of calculation periods over the
entire operation period; N2,t(q2,t, H2,t) is Xiaoxuan’s power output when its power generation flow and
water head are q2,t and H2,t respectively in period t, unit: kW, and is obtained according to the power
characteristic curve of its generator set; ∆t is the length of the calculation period, unit: h, and ∆t = 0.25
h; λ1,t is the energy efficiency coefficient of Pankou hydropower station in period t, unit: kWh/m3,
and its physical meaning is the amount of energy contained in every cubic meter of Pankou reservoir’s
water in period t; q1,t(N1,t, H1,t) is Pankou’s power generation discharge when its output and water
head are N1,t and H1,t respectively in period t, unit: m3/s, and is also obtained according to the power
characteristic curve of its generator set.

2.2. Constraint Conditions

Now that the coupling model combines the two operation modes, the constraint conditions must
contain particular constraints specific to these two modes, as shown by Equations (2) and (3), while
other regular constraints are expressed by Equations (4)–(10).

(1) Output command constraint

Because Pankou hydropower station operates in the ‘electricity to water’ mode, its output in each
period is already determined:

N1,t = Nt (2)

where Ni,t is the output of hydropower station i in period t, unit: kW (i = 1 for Pankou, i = 2 for
Xiaoxuan and the same hereafter); Nt is the output command from the superior dispatching center for
Pankou hydropower station in period t, unit: kW.

(2) Water level constraint at the end of the operation period

Because Xiaoxuan hydropower station operates in the ‘water to electricity’ mode, its water level
at the end of the operation period is already determined:

Z2,T+1 = Z2,end (3)

where Zi,t is the water level of reservoir i at moment t, unit: m; Z2,end is Xiaoxuan reservoir’s controlled
water level at the end of the operation period, unit: m.

(3) The upper and lower bounds of water level:

Zmin
i ≤ Zi,t ≤ Zmax

i (4)

where Zmax
i , Zmin

i are the upper and lower bounds of water level of reservoir i, respectively, unit: m.

(4) The upper and lower bounds of output:
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Nmin
i ≤ Ni,t ≤ Nmax

i (5)

where Nmax
i , Nmin

i are the upper and lower bounds of output of hydropower station i, respectively,
unit: kW.

(5) The upper and lower bounds of flow rate:

qmin
i ≤ qi,t ≤ qmax

i (6)

where qi,t is the power generation discharge of hydropower station i in period t, unit: m3/s, and in
this paper, it equals to reservoir outflow because water abandonment is not taken into consideration;
qmax

i , qmin
i are the upper and lower bounds of power generation discharge of hydropower station i,

respectively, unit: m3/s.

(6) Water balance constraint:

Vi,t+1 = Vi,t + 3600(Qi,t − qi,t)∆t (7)

where Vi,t, Vi,t+1 are the storage capacity of reservoir i at respectively the beginning and the end
of period t (i.e., moment t and moment t + 1), unit: m3; Qi,t is the inflow of reservoir i in period t,
unit: m3/s.

(7) Vibration zone constraint:
Ni,j /∈ [Nmin

i,j , Nmax
i,j ] (8)

where Ni,j is the output of generator unit j in hydropower station i, unit: kW; Nmin
i,j , Nmax

i,j are the upper
and lower bounds of the vibration zone of generator unit j in hydropower station i, unit: kW.

(8) Ecological flow constraint

To meet the demand for downstream ecological flow [27], Xiaoxuan reservoir’s outflow should
not be less than 16.7 m3/s:

q2,t ≥ qe (9)

where qe is the demand for downstream ecological flow, unit: m3/s, and qe = 16.7 m3/s.

(9) Auxiliary power constraint

To prevent the occurrence of inverse power transmission, when Pankou hydropower station halts
production, it is Xiaoxuan hydropower station that undertakes the auxiliary power supply mission for
the running of both stations:

N2,t ≥ Ns when N1,t = 0 (10)

where Ns is the auxiliary power need of the cascade hydropower stations, unit: kW, and Ns = 2000 kW.
The ecological flow constraint and the auxiliary power constraint can well reflect Xiaoxuan

reservoir’s regulation effect on Pankou reservoir’s discharge volume. Since the completion of Xiaoxuan
reservoir, Pankou reservoir no longer bears the task of downstream ecological water supply, and the
task of auxiliary power supply has been transferred to Xiaoxuan hydropower station. Therefore, when
Pankou hydropower station does not undertake peak-regulating tasks, all its generator units can stop
running instead of operating in the low efficiency zone just to meet the constraints of ecological flow
and auxiliary power supply.

3. Calculation of the Model’s Key Variables

Between the upstream and the downstream reservoirs, there is a certain hydraulic connection in
terms of water quantity and water head [28], as shown in Figure 1. Water quantity connection refers
to the upstream reservoir’s outflow turning into the downstream reservoir’s inflow after travelling
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through the interval river channel. Water head connection refers to that the downstream reservoir’s
backwater raises the water level of the interval channel, causing a jacking effect on the upstream
reservoir’s tail water level. Due to these two kinds of connections, the re-regulating reservoir can
adjust the upstream reservoir’s discharge volume and water head. Thus, the downstream reservoir’s
inflow and the upstream reservoir’s tail water level, which can respectively reflect these two types of
connections, become the key variables in the coupling model of Pankou-Xiaoxuan cascade reservoirs’
short-term optimal operation under the effect of reverse regulation. Computation of the key variables
has a critical influence on the model’s accuracy in that an error in their calculations will cause the
model’s results to deviate from reality, losing its instructive significance to practical production. Thus,
it is very important to calculate them accurately.
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3.1. The Downstream Reservoir’s Inflow Considering Water Flow Hysteresis and Interval Inflow

In the cascade reservoirs, the downstream reservoir’s inflow is composed of the upstream
reservoir’s outflow and the interval inflow. The upstream reservoir’s outflow arrives at the downstream
reservoir with water flow hysteresis that mainly involves two parts. (1) It takes some time for the water
flow to travel from the upstream reservoir to the downstream reservoir. (2) During this travel process,
the upstream reservoir’s outflow, which is an unsteady flow, goes through not only displacement but
also attenuation to some degree [29]. Figure 2 illustrates the comparison between Pankou reservoir’s
outflow and Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow during a certain power generation process, from which it
can be seen that in contrast to Pankou reservoir’s outflow, Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow somewhat lags
behind and gets smoother. Water flow hysteresis makes it a complicated hydraulics problem as to
when and how Pankou reservoir’s outflow will reach Xiaoxuan reservoir.
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The dam sites of Pankou and Xiaoxuan are only 10.4 km apart, without any tributary in between,
and the interval catchment area is fairly small, so the interval inflow is often neglected in practical
production. However, long-term monitoring data show that on average Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow
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is slightly greater than Pankou reservoir’s outflow, so the existence of the interval inflow cannot be
ignored in order to improve the model’s accuracy. The interval inflow between Pankou and Xiaoxuan
is mainly formed by runoff generation and confluence in the interval basin, which largely depends
on the basin’s rainfall [30]. When the interval inflow is taken into consideration, the calculation of
Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow will become more complicated in that not only the evolution of water
current in the river but also the hydrologic cycle from precipitation to runoff is involved. Since the
physical mechanisms of these natural processes are not fully understood, it is difficult to accurately
simulate them. Hence in this paper, with masses of data, the BP neural network is used to figure
out the relationship between Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow and Pankou reservoir’s outflow as well as
the interval basin’s rainfall, so that the accurate value of Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow can be worked
out [31].

The BP neural network is a multilayer feedforward network trained by the error backward
propagation algorithm. As one of the most widely-used neural networks, it can approximate any
nonlinear function with any precision. Structurally, the BP neural network is divided into one input
layer, one output layer, and several hidden layers [32]. In the calculation of Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow,
the output layer is represented by Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow in the current period (Q2,t). As for
the input layer, Pankou reservoir’s outflow (q1,t~q1,t−4) as well as the interval basin’s precipitation
(Pt~Pt−4) in the current and the previous four periods are chosen as the primary data and screened by
the correlation coefficient method. It is demonstrated in Table 1 that the correlation coefficient between
Pankou reservoir’s outflow and Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow is smaller in the earlier period. For q1,t,
q1,t−1 and q1,t−2, their correlation coefficients with Q2,t are similar, whereas the correlation coefficients
of q1,t−3 and q1,t−4 with Q2,t are noticeably smaller. Therefore, q1,t, q1,t−1 and q1,t−2 are selected as the
input layer data. Compared with Pankou reservoir’s outflow, the interval basin’s precipitation has
a much smaller correlation coefficient, which changes little over time. Considering that the interval
inflow accounts for only a small portion of Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow, the precipitation Pt−1, with
the largest correlation coefficient with Q2,t in this regard, is selected as the input layer data. In 1989,
Cybenko, G. and Hornik, K. proved that the three-layer network (with one input layer, one output
layer, and one hidden layer) can simulate any complex nonlinear problems [33,34]. Therefore, one
hidden layer is set up whose node numbers are determined according to Equation (11) [35]:

h =
√

u + v + a (11)

where h is the number of nodes in the hidden layer; u is the number of nodes in the input layer; v is the
number of nodes in the output layer; a is an adjustment coefficient between 0 and 10, and according to
tentative calculation when a = 4 the neural network yields the best training results in this study.

After the structure of the neural network is established, the historical data of 2012–2016 are input
into the neural network for training. The neuron transfer function is a hyperbolic tangent function,
and after 10,000 times of training, the network is saved for later calculation of Xiaoxuan reservoir’s
inflow. Figure 3 shows the calculated Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow during the power generation process
mentioned before. Compared with the actual inflow, the inflow produced by the BP neural network
has a relative error of 1.11%, which is more accurate than that obtained by the translation method
(relative error: 3.84%), which only considers the travel time (i.e., Pankou reservoir’s outflow merely
translates into Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow).

Table 1. Correlation coefficients between input layer data and the output layer.

Input Layer Data q1,t q1,t−1 q1,t−2 q1,t−3 q1,t−4 Pt Pt−1 Pt−2 Pt−3 Pt−4

Correlation
Coefficient 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.83 0.79 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.18
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3.2. The Upstream Reservoir’s Tail Water Level Considering the Influence of Dual Aftereffect Factors

During the operation of cascade reservoirs, under the backwater effect of the downstream
reservoir, the upstream reservoir’s tail water level is closely related to the downstream reservoir’s
water level. Different water levels of the downstream reservoir have different degrees of backwater
effect on the upstream reservoir’s tail water level. Figure 4 is the stage-discharge curve of Pankou
reservoir corresponding to different water levels of Xiaoxuan reservoir. Long-term practical production
shows that Pankou reservoir’s tail water level obtained by the stage-discharge relation method still
deviates from the actual value. This kind of deviation can be explained by two reasons. For one thing,
the tail water level-discharge curve is based on the assumption that the reservoir outflow is a steady
flow. However, in fact, it is an unsteady flow whose characteristics result in a certain aftereffect of
tail water level variation [36], that is, the tail water level in the current period is related to that in the
previous period. For another, it takes some time for Xiaoxuan reservoir’s backwater to reach Pankou
dam, meaning that Pankou reservoir’s tail water level in the current period is not necessarily influenced
by Xiaoxuan reservoir’s water level in the current period but the previous several periods [37], which
is another aftereffect of Pankou’s tail water level variation. Under the influence of such dual aftereffect
factors, Pankou’s tail water level in the current period is affected by three kinds of variables: Pankou’s
outflow in the current period, Pankou’s tail water level in the previous period, and Xiaoxuan’s water
level in the previous n (n is determined by the travel time of Xiaoxuan’s backwater) periods. As the
physical mechanism is very complicated, the BP neural network is again used for calculation.
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Here, Pankou reservoir’s tail water level in the current period (DZ1,t) represents the output layer.
As for the input layer data, aside from Pankou reservoir’s outflow in the current period (q1,t) and its
tail water level in the previous period (DZ1,t−1), it is also needed to decide which periods of Xiaoxuan
reservoir’s water level are concerned. Similarly, Xiaoxuan reservoir’s water levels in the current and
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the previous four periods (Z2,t~Z2,t−4) are chosen as the primary data to be filtered by the correlation
coefficient method. From Table 2 it can be seen that the correlation coefficient between Xiaoxuan’s
water level and Pankou’s tail water level gradually decreases with time. For Z2,t, Z2,t−1 and Z2,t−2, their
correlation coefficients have little difference, while for Z2,t−3 and Z2,t−4 their correlation coefficients
are apparently smaller, which indicates that the time it takes for Xiaoxuan reservoir’s backwater to
reach Pankou is between 0 and 2 periods. Thus, Z2,t, Z2,t−1 and Z2,t−2 are selected as the input layer
data. The configuration of the hidden layer and the training parameters is similar to that described
in Section 3.1. After the training is completed, the network is saved for later calculation of Pankou
reservoir’s tail water level. Figure 5 shows the resulted tail water level variation of Pankou reservoir in
the same power generation process mentioned before. Compared with the actual variation, the results
of the BP neural network only produce a calculation error of 0.001 m, which is notably smaller than
the calculation error (0.027 m) produced by the stage-discharge relation method, thus proving the
advantage of the BP neural network.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients between input layer data and the output layer.

Input layer Data Z2,t Z2,t−1 Z2,t−2 Z2,t−3 Z2,t−4

Correlation
Coefficient 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.70 0.67
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4. Model Solution

When factors such as water flow hysteresis and the aftereffects of tail water level variation are
taken into account, the decision variable (power generation flow) of the current period for the cascade
reservoirs is not only related to the state (reservoir water level) of this period but also the state of the
previous several periods. Since the ‘no aftereffect’ condition is not satisfied, the proposed model of
short-term optimal operation cannot be solved by DP. Although MSDP can deal with the problem
with aftereffect, it is restricted by a serious ‘curse of dimensionality’ [17]. The subject of this study is
taken as an example for further explanation. The short-term optimal operation of Pankou-Xiaoxuan
cascade reservoirs is an issue about the joint operation of two reservoirs. Nonetheless, as Pankou
hydropower station operates in the ‘electricity to water’ model, once the operation state of Xiaoxuan
hydropower station is determined, Pankou’s operation state will also be settled (by in-plant economic
operation calculation), which reduces the issue to an essentially one-dimensional problem. In this
one-dimensional scenario, suppose that the number of discrete points of the reservoir water level is
M and the number of interrelated periods is N (i.e., the state of the former N − 1 periods influences
the decision of the current period), then in each multi-stage calculation of MSDP there are MN+1

combinations of Xiaoxuan’s water level and the total amount of calculation is T·MN+1 with T times of
multi-stage calculation. Since the value of T·MN+1 grows exponentially with the increase in N, even
in a one-dimensional circumstance the dimensionality curse still emerges due to the interconnection
of N periods. As the number of dimensions increases to L (L > 1), the total amount of calculation
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will become T·(MN+1)L with (MN+1)L combinations of water level at each multistage, which is a more
serious problem of dimensionality curse. In view of this, we come up with an improved POA (i.e.,
APOA) to solve the model of the cascade reservoirs’ short-term optimal operation with aftereffect.

4.1. Basic Principle of APOA

POA is an improved DP that simplifies a complicated multi-stage decision problem into a series
of two-stage decision problems, considerably reducing the complexity and effectively mitigating the
dimensionality curse [38]. In contrast to POA, APOA has two facets of improvements.

(1) When Xiaoxuan hydropower station is being optimized, Pankou reservoir’s water level is
taken as the variable that spatially accompanies Xiaoxuan reservoir’s water level for calculation.
In each discrete computation where Xiaoxuan’s water levels in the current and the previous n periods
are known, the magnitude of Xiaoxuan’s backwater effect on Pankou’s tail water level is definite.
In addition, because Pankou’s tail water level in the previous one period is already known, in the
current period, Pankou’s tail water level is only related to Pankou’s outflow. Under the condition
of a definite output of Pankou hydropower station, its reservoir outflow can be obtained through
trial calculation. Its water level can then be figured out according to its inflow and outflow. Hence,
for each discrete water level of Xiaoxuan, there is only one corresponding water level of Pankou
and accordingly, one hydrograph of Pankou corresponding to each hydrograph of Xiaoxuan in the
operation period.

(2) In each two-stage calculation, the variables of the preceding related N − 1 periods are taken
as the temporally-accompanying variables of the current period for calculation. Considering the
interrelation of N periods, the decision of the current two-stage calculation is affected by those
decisions made in the previous N − 1 periods. APOA divides the problem with T periods into T − 1
sub problems, each of which includes two main calculation periods accompanied by N − 1 related
periods. As shown in Figure 6, in the calculation of period t and period t + 1, the state and the decision
of other periods (including the accompanying N − 1 related periods) are known, thereby effectively
tackling the aftereffect problem. In each two-stage calculation, there are M combinations of Xiaoxuan’s
water level and T − 1 times of two-stage calculation for one iteration, so the amount of calculation
is (T − 1)·M. If the precision requirement is satisfied after K times of iteration, the total amount of
calculation will be K·(T − 1)·M, evidently smaller than T·MN+1 produced by MSDP. As a result, APOA
can effectively alleviate the problem of dimensionality curse.
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4.2. Calculation Procedure of APOA

The calculation procedure of APOA is detailed as follows:
Step 1: Determine the number of associated periods. Use the correlation coefficient method to

calculate the number of periods connected with the current period in terms of water quantity and
water head. If the first m periods are related to the current period in terms of Xiaoxuan reservoir’s
inflow and the first n periods are related to the current period in terms of Pankou reservoir’s tail water
level, then the number of the related periods can be calculated by Equation (12), where m = 2, n = 2
and N = 3 in this article:

N = max{m + 1, n + 1} (12)

Step 2: Train the BP neural networks. The BP neural networks are trained by inputting training
data, including the type of training data, starting and ending time, as well as the structure and
parameters of the neural networks, which are detailed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. After the training is
completed, the neural network for calculating Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow (net1) and that for Pankou
reservoir’s tail water level (net2) are obtained.

Step 3: Set the initial solution. The selection of initial solutions has a major influence on the
convergence speed and computation time of APOA [39]. Long-term experience of the dispatchers
is often embodied in the operation rule of the hydropower station, according to which a relatively
optimal solution can be obtained. Thus, in this paper, such a solution is used as the initial solution.
It should be noted that in the initial solution, the initial water level of Xiaoxuan reservoir (Z0

2 = {Z0
2,1,

Z0
2,2, . . . , Z0

2,T+1}) is the most critical variable while that of Pankou reservoir (Z0
1 = {Z0

1,1, Z0
1,2, . . . ,

Z0
1,T+1}) is only the variable accompanying it.

Step 4: Optimize progressively. Carry out the optimization step by step from period 1 to period T.
When the calculation progresses to period t and period t + 1 (accompanied by the two related periods
of t − 2 and t − 1), fix Xiaoxuan reservoir’s water levels at all moments except that at moment t + 1
and calculate all the discrete points of its water level at that moment. Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow and
Pankou reservoir’s tail water level are calculated by the BP neural networks, as shown in Equation (13),
with Pankou reservoir’s water level acting as the variable accompanying Xiaoxuan’s water level. After
running through all the discrete points, select the optimal water level of Xiaoxuan reservoir (Z∗2,t+1)
and correspondingly the optimal water level of Pankou (Z∗1,t+1) at moment t + 1. Make Z1

2,t+1 = Z∗2,t+1
and Z1

1,t+1 = Z∗1,t+1.

Q2,t = net1(q1,t, q1,t−1, q1,t−2, Pt−1), Q2,t+1 = net1(q1,t+1, q1,t, q1,t−1, Pt)

DZ1,t = net2(q1,t, DZ1,t−1, Z2,t, Z2,t−1, Z2,t−2), DZ1,t+1 = net2(q1,t+1, DZ1,t, Z2,t+1, Z2,t, Z2,t−1)
(13)

Step 5: Iterative calculation. After Step 4 is executed, the first iteration completes and produces a
new solution Z1

2 = {Z1
2,1, Z1

2,2, . . . , Z1
2,T+1} accompanied by Z1

1 = {Z1
1,1, Z1

1,2, . . . , Z1
1,T+1}. Compare Z1

2
with Z0

2 in terms of the value of the objective function. If the difference between their values is less
than the calculation precision (ε), then the convergence condition is satisfied and Z1

2 (accompanied
by Z1

1) is the final solution. Otherwise replace the initial solution with Z1
2 and repeat Step 4 until the

convergence condition is satisfied.

5. Case Study

The Du River, the largest tributary of the Hanjiang River, is located across Shaanxi province and
Hubei province in China. Pankou-Xiaoxuan cascade hydropower stations, whose basic information is
listed in Table 3, lie in the upper reaches of the Du River, as shown in Figure 7. Under the ‘electricity to
water mode, Pankou hydropower station generates electricity in accordance with the daily instructions
(in the form of a 96-point load curve) from the superior dispatching center. In this paper, the operation
period is one day with 96 calculation periods lasting 15 min each. Considering the different conditions
among flood season, dry season, and transition season, 10 representative days are selected from each
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season of 2016–2017 for calculation. The results are analyzed in terms of model solving methods and
the patterns of reverse regulation.

Table 3. Parameters of Pankou-Xiaoxuan cascade hydropower stations.

Items Unit Pankou Xiaoxuan

Normal water level M 355 264
Dead water level M 330 261.3

Regulation volume 108 m3 11.2 0.0678
Regulation performance - annual regulation daily regulation

Installed capacity MW 500 50
Operation mode - ‘electricity to water’ ‘water to electricity’
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5.1. Comparative Analysis of Model Solving Methods

Take 10 December 2016 as an example to develop the coupling model of Pankou-Xiaoxuan cascade
reservoirs’ short-term optimal operation and use DP, POA, MSDP and APOA, respectively, to work it
out. While water flow hysteresis and the aftereffect of tail water level variation are taken into account
in MSDP and APOA by using BP neural network to calculate Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow and Pankou
reservoir’s tail water level, the two factors are not considered in DP and POA where Pankou’s outflow
is directly taken as Xiaoxuan’s inflow and Pankou’s tail water level is obtained by the stage-discharge
relation method. The calculated results of each method are statistically summarized in Table 4, in which
the optimization margin refers to the ratio of the energy increase after optimization (the difference
between the two objective functions) to the actual generated energy.

Table 4. The statistics of calculated results.

Items Unit Actual DP POA MSDP APOA

Pankou’s hydroenergy consumption 103 kWh 1518.5 1519.4 1519.4 1518.9 1518.9
Xiaoxuan’s generated energy 103 kWh 267.7 297.5 297.5 307.4 307.4

Objective function 103 kWh −1250.8 −1221.9 −1221.9 −1211.5 −1211.5
Optimization margin % - 1.61 1.61 2.19 2.19

Computation time s - 673.10 86.56 9.43×105 156.37
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5.1.1. Comparative Analysis of the Objective Function Value of Each Method

MSDP has been theoretically proved to have global convergence, so on the premise of the same
calculation conditions (taking into account the water flow hysteresis, the aftereffect of tail water level
variation and the with same amount of discrete points), the objective function calculated by APOA
is compared with that calculated by MSDP in order to assess the calculated results of APOA. It can
be seen from Table 4 that for 10 December 2016, the objective function of APOA equals that of MSDP.
Among the other 29 representative days, there are 20 days where their objective functions are equal and
9 days where their objective functions are very close. According to the results of the 30 representative
days, the average optimization margin of APOA is 0.93%, only 0.03% less than that of MSDP, which
demonstrates the advantage of APOA.

Similarly, the comparative analysis of POA and DP can also illustrate the advantage of POA. It is
shown from Table 4 that the objective functions of DP and POA are different from those of MSDP and
APOA. This is due to their different calculation conditions. Thus, there is no point in comparing the
objective functions between the former two and the latter two. Instead, we make comparisons in terms
of the length of computation time and the calculation accuracy.

5.1.2. Analysis of Computation Time

In this case, the amount of calculation is T·M2 for DP and T·MN+1 for MSDP with the aftereffect
factors taken into consideration. With the number of discrete points M = 560 and the number of related
periods N = 3, the amount of calculation of MSDP is 313,600 times that of DP. However, Table 4 shows
that the computation time of MSDP is about 1400 times that of DP, far fewer than 313,600 times. This is
because MSDP imposes constraint on the feasible domain and leaves out those discrete points that do
not satisfy the constraints, saving a great deal of calculation time. Nevertheless, its computation time
of 262 h still cannot meet the efficiency requirement in practical production.

As an improved algorithm for alleviating the dimensionality curse of DP, POA is characterized by
an obviously smaller amount of calculation compared with DP, as demonstrated by the statistical results
from Table 4. Unlike the contrast between DP and MSDP, APOA has the same form of calculation
amount as POA (K·(T − 1)·M) despite considering aftereffect factors. No matter how the number of
iterations (K) may change, the change in the amount of calculation is linear rather than exponential,
so the amount of calculation for APOA and POA is in the same order of magnitude. Table 4 shows that
the calculation time of APOA is 156.37 s, which is 1.8 times that of POA but only 1/6000 that of MSDP.
This means that with the same calculation results, APOA substantially shortens the computation time
in comparison with MSDP, which can meet the efficiency requirement in actual production.

5.1.3. Analysis of Calculation Accuracy

The accuracy of calculation depends on how close the calculation result is to the actual process.
As is shown in Figure 8a, the outflow graphs of Pankou reservoir obtained by APOA and POA basically
coincide, with merely a slight difference that can be seen from the partially enlarged detail (the reason
will be analyzed in detail in Section 5.2). While the difference of Pankou’s outflow processes obtained
by the two methods is small, the calculated tail water level graphs differ distinctly, as is displayed
in Figure 8b. For POA, the shape of Pankou’s tail water level graph resembles that of the reservoir’s
outflow graph, with steep rises and falls. However, Pankou’s tail water level variation is a continuous
and slow process. The stage-discharge relation method used in POA only takes into account the impact
of Pankou’s outflow and Xiaoxuan’s water level in the current period and neglects the aftereffect of
tail water level variation, making the calculation results inconsistent with the reality. On the contrary,
the BP neural network used in APOA considers various factors that influence Pankou’s tail water level
and produces a relatively smooth graph, which tallies more with the actual situation. Therefore, APOA
has higher calculation accuracy than POA with respect to Pankou’s tail water level.
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Next, we analyze from the angle of Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow. As the BP neural network
adopted in APOA takes water flow hysteresis into consideration, the corresponding inflow of Xiaoxuan
reservoir, as shown in Figure 9a, slightly lags behind and is smoother compared to POA. Due to water
flow hysteresis, Xiaoxuan’s operation strategy obtained by APOA, as signified by Xiaoxuan’s water
level process in Figure 9b and its output process in Figure 9c, also lags behind that obtained by
POA, especially around the periods when Pankou starts power generation. On that day, it is Pankou
hydropower station’s downtime until 6:30 when power generation begins, spurring an increase in its
outflow. In the calculation of POA, Pankou’s outflow is directly used as Xiaoxuan’s inflow, causing
Xiaoxuan to receive inflow at the exact moment and gradually increase its output as well as water level.
Yet actually, when Pankou starts operation, its generator units are at the climbing stage with a relatively
small outflow that travels a long time (about two periods) to reach Xiaoxuan. Accordingly, during
the two periods of 6:30–6:45 and 6:45–7:00 Xiaoxuan’s inflow is too little to keep the reservoir water
level rising while discharging water for power generation. Because of the low accuracy in calculating
Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow, the operation scheme produced by POA is against the natural law and
impractical in actual production. The calculation results of APOA, however, show that Xiaoxuan
reservoir’s water level does not rise until 7:00 when Pankou’s outflow from the previous two periods
has already got to Xiaoxuan. Therefore, Xiaoxuan does follow the rule of water balance, discharging
water for power generation and meanwhile raising reservoir water level. To sum up, owing to the
excellent performance of the BP neural network in the calculation of Xiaoxuan reservoir’s inflow, the
accuracy of APOA is higher than that of POA.

5.2. Analysis of the Reverse Regulation Rule

The optimal operation scheme obtained by APOA is compared to the actual operation scheme
in order to find out the reverse regulation rule and get the optimal operation mode of the cascade
reservoirs. Figure 10 is a comparison chart of the optimal and the actual operation schemes on
10 December 2016. During the actual operation, Pankou generates electricity as instructed, with
its water level and output process shown in Figure 10a, while Xiaoxuan’s water level and output
process are shown in Figure 10b. Between 0:00 and 6:30, the downtime of Pankou hydropower station,
Xiaoxuan hydropower station keeps operating with about 2 MW of output to meet the requirements for
auxiliary power and ecological flow, and its water level drops steadily and slowly. After 6:30, as Pankou
begins power generation, Xiaoxuan also increases its output until Pankou halts operation at 20:00.
Then Xiaoxuan’s operation returns to about 2 MW of output until the end of the operation period.
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In contrast to the actual operation scheme, the optimal operation scheme produces a markedly
different operation strategy for Xiaoxuan. For one thing, after Pankou commences power generation,
Xiaoxuan’s water level steadily rises and nearly reaches the normal water level at 17:00, and keeping a
high water level yields greater output with the same flow rate. For another, after Pankou halts operation
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at 20:00, Xiaoxuan’s power generation remains efficient with about 16 MW of output as its water level is
still high. As a result, Xiaoxuan’s generated energy in the optimal operation scheme is 307.4 thousand
kWh, an increase of 39.7 thousand kWh from the actual situation (267.7 thousand kWh).

As for Pankou, the elevated water level of Xiaoxuan increases the backwater effect on its tail
water level and affects its power generation efficiency. However, it can be seen from Figure 10a that
the calculated hydrograph of Pankou virtually coincides with the actual one. In addition, it can be
obtained from Table 4 that the hydroenergy consumption of Pankou in the optimal operation scheme
is 1518.9 thousand kWh, only 0.4 thousand kWh more than the actual situation (1518.5 thousand kWh),
meaning that the backwater effect of Xiaoxuan on Pankou’s power generation efficiency is insignificant.

As far as the whole cascade hydropower stations are concerned, the elevated water level of
Xiaoxuan creates a growth in generated energy that is remarkably greater than the hydroenergy
consumption increase of Pankou caused by its fall in power generation efficiency. Moreover,
the optimization of Xiaoxuan’s storage and discharge leads to more efficient utilization of Pankou’s
outflow. Consequently, the value of objective function in the optimal operation scheme is 39.3 thousand
kWh greater than the actual value, with an optimization margin of 2.19%.

A primary conclusion can be drawn from these calculated results—to raise Xiaoxuan’s water level
(water head regulation) and keep its generator units working within the high-efficiency zone (water
quantity regulation) can boost the power generation benefits of the cascade hydropower stations.

Thus, to make the above conclusion more convincing, the other 29 representative days are also
analyzed. As the above analyses have involved the representative day in the dry season, Figure 11
only displays the results of 1 July 2017 (flood season) and 12 June 2017 (transition season). Besides, it
can be seen from Figure 10a that in the optimal scheme and the actual scheme, Pankou’s operation
processes are basically the same, and the focus of this article is Xiaoxuan’s re-regulating effect on
Pankou. Therefore, only Xiaoxuan’s operation schemes are displayed in Figure 11. It can be seen from
Figures 10b and 11 that whatever the season is, the calculated hydrographs of Xiaoxuan are above the
actual ones and that in the optimal operation scheme, Xiaoxuan hydropower station’s output is around
16 MW, 32 MW or 48 MW. When such output is assigned to its generator units, the generator units
operate in the high-efficiency zone (the rated output of Xiaoxuan’s generator unit is 16.7 MW, near
which the power generation efficiency is relatively high), which also verifies the above conclusion.

It should be noted that during Pankou’s downtime, if Xiaoxuan discharges water by efficiently
operating one generator unit, its water level will decline continually because of its small reservoir
capacity. If the downtime lasts long, to prevent the situation of a too low water level with no water
for use, Xiaoxuan has to generate electricity inefficiently with a flow that just satisfies the needs of
ecological flow and auxiliary power.

It is easy to understand that keeping Xiaoxuan’s generators operating in the high-efficiency zone
benefits the power generation of the cascade hydropower stations. As for the reason why raising
Xiaoxuan’s water level can boost the power generation benefits of the cascade hydropower stations, it is
discussed from two aspects: the efficiency of the generator units and the total water head of the cascade
hydropower stations. From the angle of generators’ efficiency, while Pankou hydropower station with
a high water head is affected mainly by power generation flow and insignificantly by a minor change
in water head, Xiaoxuan hydropower station with a low water head is sensitive to changes in water
head. Suppose the impact of Xiaoxuan’s water level variation on the cascade hydropower stations’
total water head is neglected (i.e., when Xiaoxuan’s water level is raised by 1 m, Pankou’s tail water
level will also rise by 1 m correspondingly and the cascade hydropower stations’ total water head stays
unchanged), then we design two operation schemes as shown in Table 5. On the basis of Scheme 1,
Scheme 2 raises Xiaoxuan’s water level by 2 m, thus increasing the water head of Xiaoxuan from 12 to
14 m while decreasing that of Pankou from 80 to 78 m. The calculation results show that with the same
power generation flow of 100 m3/s, Xiaoxuan sees an increase of 0.0198 in power generation efficiency,
much greater than the reduction of 0.0063 that Pankou suffers. Therefore, to raise Xiaoxuan’s water
level by 2 m means an increase of 0.0021 in the overall power generation efficiency.
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In fact, the water level variation of Xiaoxuan reservoir has some influence on the total water
head of the cascade hydropower stations. As is shown in Figure 1, the farther the backwater is from
Xiaoxuan dam, the closer the backwater surface gets to the natural water surface. It is found from
statistical analysis of historical data that an increase of 1 m in Xiaoxuan reservoir’s water level will
raise Pankou reservoir’s tail water level by about 0.6 m. Therefore, Scheme 1 should actually become
Scheme 3 after Xiaoxuan’s water level is raised by 2 m, as shown in Table 5. From the angle of the
cascade hydropower stations’ total water head, Scheme 3 uses 0.8 m more of water head than Scheme
1 and further elevates the overall efficiency compared to Scheme 2.

Table 5. Comparison of different operation schemes η = N/(9.81qH).

Items Unit Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3

H1 m 80 78 78.8
H2 m 12 14 14
q1 m3/s 100 100 100
q2 m3/s 100 100 100
η1 - 0.6467 0.6404 0.6429
η2 - 0.8503 0.8701 0.8701
η - 0.6732 0.6753 0.6771

In summary, when Xiaoxuan hydropower station raises its operation water level, even though
Pankou’s water head will fall due to the backwater effect, the impact on the efficiency of Pankou’s
generator units is unnoticeable. Besides, the increment in Xiaoxuan’s water head can greatly enhance
the efficiency of its generator units and thus considerably increase its generated energy. In contrast, the
improvement of Xiaoxuan’s power generation benefits is more significant. Therefore, it is beneficial for
the cascade hydropower stations to raise Xiaoxuan’s operation water level.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, Pankou-Xiaoxuan cascade reservoirs are taken as an example and integrated with
their practical production, a coupling model of their short-term optimal operation under the effect
of reverse regulation is developed and solved. Through analysis of the model’s calculation results,
Xiaoxuan reservoir’s reverse regulation effect on Pankou reservoir is studied from two facets (water
quantity and water head) and the optimal operation rules of the cascade reservoirs are obtained, with
the following conclusions:

1. On the basis of considering Xiaoxuan reservoir’s regulation on both water quantity and water
head of Pankou reservoir, the model takes into account both Pankou’s power generation efficiency
and Xiaoxuan’s generated energy to seek the maximum of overall power generation benefits
from the angle of the cascade hydropower stations’ total energy, which fits the requirements of
actual production. The calculation results show that the model can effectively enhance power
generation benefits of the cascade hydropower stations, which also verifies the model’s validity.

2. The BP neural network has excellent performance in exploring water flow hysteresis and the
aftereffect of tail water level variation, so that the accurate values of downstream reservoir’s
inflow and upstream reservoir’s tail water level can be obtained, which significantly improves
the coupling model’s accuracy. The proposed APOA can efficiently work out the short-term
optimal operation model of cascade reservoirs with aftereffect. With the merits and accuracy of
its calculation results demonstrated, APOA is proved to meet the demand of actual production.

3. As for the rule of reverse regulation, from the aspect of water quantity regulation, Xiaoxuan
reservoir should strategically store and discharge the inflow from Pankou reservoir and try to
discharge flow in the mode where its generator units are in the high-efficiency zone, so that this
portion of water can be utilized more efficiently; from the aspect of water head regulation, the
increase in Xiaoxuan’s generated energy brought by raising its operation water level is greater
than Pankou’s hydroenergy loss caused by the fall in its power generation efficiency. Therefore,
to raise Xiaoxuan’s operation water level is beneficial to power generation of the whole cascade
hydropower stations.

It should be noted that we need to balance water quantity regulation with water head regulation.
Excessive elevation of Xiaoxuan’s operation water level may result in lack of space for water quantity
regulation and even water abandonment of Xiaoxuan. Thus, it will be the focus of future research to
study how high Xiaoxuan’s operation water level should be raised, considering the uncertainty of
Pankou’s output.
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